Muslim Student Association Explains Ramadan
By Ikra Islam ’19
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emphasized.
At the end of Ramadan, Muslims celebrate Eid
In interest of full disclosure, Ikra Islam’ 19 is a member of the
al-Fitr, the holiday marking the end of the month of Sawm,
Muslim Students Association.
Ramadan is the ninth month in the Islamic calendar, when we’re no longer required to fast. However, before
when Muslims are required to fast for 30 days from sunrise to continuing on with our celebrations we are required to make a
sunset, in order to complete the fourth pillar of Islam known charitable donation to the less fortunate.
“Ramadan is one of the happiest times of the
as Sawm. Sawm requires Muslims to abstain from any acts
that nullify one’s fast such as eating, drinking water, smoking, year. During this time of the year, we get to spend more time
with family, we get to break our fast with the best foods,
listening to music and having sexual intercourse.
The month of Ramadan is also considered a holy and we become more spiritual,” said Shahida Islam ’19.
Although it is important that Muslims fast during
month because it is believed that is when the Quran was sent
Ramadan it is not mandatory for all people. Ramadan has
down to the Prophet Muhammad.
This year to kick off the month of Ramadan, the been made easier for the elderly, pregnant, menstruating,
traveling or sick by exempting
Muslim
Students
them from the required fasts.
Association (MSA)
Those who are
hosted a Ramadan
unable to maintain fast due
awareness campaign
to conditional circumcalled “A Date For
stances are allowed to
Ramadan.”
This
make up for the missed
campaign strives to
days at a later time. This
address the many
flexibility allows many
misconceptions
to carry on with their
about Ramadan and
regular routine, such as
gives
non-muslims
playing sports.
insight
into
the
For students playing
Ramadan experience
on sports team Ramadan
that many of their peers
can be quite challenging,
share. On May 16,
especially since drinking
members of the MSA
water is not permissible;
handed out flyers,
However, coaches have been
dates, and buttons,
understanding by allowing
with humorous jokes
students to sit out during
alluding to various
practices and games.
Ramadan
practices
MSA members give out flyers and buttons
Maisha Hanif ‘19, a
and traditions.
in the lobby.
player on the Girls Flag Football
Students
Team said, “Our first game was
began planning for the
event in early May, after attending the High School MSA a challenge because it was also the first day of fasting, but
Council Summit, where they met with members from various luckily we pushed through and we won!”
Hajira
Ishitiqa
’19
said,
“Our
coachMSA groups all throughout New York City.
“We were inspired by an event that Townsend es know we’re fasting so they don’t expect
Harris MSA held at their school,” said Jafrin Uddin’ 19 us to do intense workouts, but we still have to show up
Vice President, “After the event, it became very apparent to us to practices,”
Since this year Ramadan overlaps with Regents
that a lot of students didn’t know what Ramadan was about and
week and the June SAT, students are left debating whether
why we choose fast.”
Soon after, members of the MSA were asked about they should skip fasting on exam days.
Sara Omran’ 19 said, “It’s always a struggle
the many misconceptions they believed that a lot of their
friends had about Ramadan. Many mentioned that their peers choosing between the two, but I think it’s okay as long as you
were surprised when they were told that drinking water was not make it up later.”
Ramadan poses various challenges for both students
permissible during fasting hours. The idea of exempting one’s
self from water, a basic necessity, seemed a little overboard to and teachers who are fasting. Teachers, unlike students, aren’t
exempt from their work due to their fast. Despite the hunger
many.
“We tried to put everything into context, We pangs and headaches, teachers must continue to instruct
explained that there are millions of people who don’t have their classes as they regularly would.
The month of Ramadan pushes one’s limits and forcaccess to drinkable water, therefore during Ramadan, we rid
ourselves of the many luxuries we are afforded to experience es one to reevaluate conditions. Regardless of the challenges,
the struggles some people are forced to face on the daily,” this month poses, students remain optimistic. In efforts to
continue their Ramadan awareness campaign, the MSA
said Nisa Ali ’19.
During Ramadan, Muslims are encouraged to give encourages its members to volunteer at local soup kitchens,
generously to their communities through donations and/or by donate generously to charities, and invite their non-Muslim
volunteering time. Giving back to the less fortunate is heavily friends to Iftar.
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Spring Choral Takes Audience
on Multicultural Journey
By Kyla Baptiste ‘19 and Maddie Paterna ’19
The annual Evenings of Song Spring Choral concert brightened up the auditorium as a lively end to the year
performance. The Choirs were led by Ms Naomi O’Reilly on
Wednesday, May 23 and Ms Anne Casalta on Thursday, May 24.
Starting off with the National Anthem sung by
Ms. Casalta, the Thursday performance captivated the
crowd. The first to sing was Chorus 1 Period 2 with their
song “Tongo”. The sounds of the shaker, conga, and djembe, all instruments originating from Africa, gave the song
a cultural touch and told a story as the chorus was singing.
“Tongo”, which means mangrove, is a traditional ca-
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Ms. O’Reilly leads her chorus group.
noe song from the Solomon Islands in Polynesia. It’s echo format of non-translatable sounds is meant to illustrate people communicating from canoe to canoe as they travel between islands.
Chorus 1 Period 6 blew the crowd away with See You
Again by Charlie Puth. Guest Pianist Demir Mcrae, Alumnus
Class of 2017, came with his skills to elevate the chorus performance along with their other song, “Aihrang”, a Korean folk song,
sometimes considered the unofficial national anthem of Korea.
Soloist Braden Richardson ’20 had some powerful vocals
for his speaking part of See You Again, and the crowd was in awe.
“I thought it was hilarious, and it made the overall song,”
said Genesi Almonte ’19, who was part of the NYSSMA chorus.
“Since See You Again is a sad song, it gave it a happier feel.”
Following
Chorus
1
was
Chorus
2,
which sang Believer, also with an uplifting vibe.
“I thought it was really well put together, and they did
a great job,” Betty Wu ’18 said. “I think both chori were really
good.”
The songs they chose were fun and catchy, yet they
also conveyed the message to make the pain in your life your
greatest strength.
Both Chori worked hard on their performances, and their hard work definitely paid off.
“We practiced songs ahead of time,” said Leani
Miller ’20, who was in the chorus. “We spent 20-30 minutes every day to make sure we were all in harmony.”
The NYSSMA Choir sang Espiritu De Dios,
meaning ‘Spirit of God’ in Spanish. The chorus sang beautifully with highs and lows corresponding together in sync.
“The NYSSMA chorus was honestly amazing,
and I’m so proud of the people who participated in it,” Ryan
Channer ’19 said. “I enjoyed myself throughout the show.”

Science Fair Demonstrates Students’ Excellence
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The stage was set for sophomore researchers as they presented their projects for all research students to see during the annual science fair.
Even though the science fair was for the sophomores of AP Capstone, it was mandatory for juniors and
seniors who had previously taken AP Capstone to attend.
Juniors and seniors had a job to fulfill. The job
of utmost importance was that of a judge. Some students
prepared the tables so that food could be placed on them.

A contestant explains the effectiveness of
different memorization techniques.
“The science fair was the biggest ever,” said Mr.
Glenn Elert, the research teacher. “We had more seniors
this year than last year. We had more alumni than ever be-

fore. Normally teachers are substitute judges. We had so AP Capstone, including its teachers and students, were there to
many judges that we didn’t need any teachers to judge.” help each other out.
Not all projects are graded the same. Depend“AP Capstone is a phenomenal program that aling on whether or not they worked alone or with some- low students to pursue scientific interests that many othone else, the total points someone could receive differed. er schools cannot provide,” said Armin Pasukanovic ’20.
For example, if you worked alone, the presentation would
Kattan said, “I have never done a presentabe scored out of 60 points. However, if you worked with a tion for a science fair before. Teachers and students from
partner, the presentation would be scored out of 70 points. research helped me navigate the process step by step.
The topics that students chose weren’t just random top- They were always there for when I had questions to ask.”
ics. Some students chose a certain topic because
The judges were very
of their love for a certain class or the topic itself.
impressed by the work
“I have AP Chemistry, and I want
sophomores put into
to put what I learn into use. I want to show
their presentations.
them that AP Chemistry matters,” said Alys“I think the
sa Kattan ’20, who did her project on the abilipresentations
they
ty of chiral glucose molecules to polarize light.
made are very adIhtsham Chaudhry said ’20, “I had
vanced. Their presengreat interest in my science fair topic on the retations have a very
generation process of planarian worms, and it
meaningful purpose
helped me develop new knowledge on a plaand can help change
narian worm that I didn’t
know before.”
the world. Sophomores,
While some students decided to
even though they are
work in pairs, others decided to work alone.
only 14 or 15, have a lot
“I decided to work alone. I am
of potential. They are
kind of a perfectionist. By working alone, it is
also very organized,”
easy to maintain my standards,” said Kattan.
said Neslani Johnson ’19.
Jennifer Wu ’20 said, “I find that A judge reviews a presentation.
Bareera
Abid
’19
when I work alone, I exert more choice
said, “It was intereston what I want to put on the board.”
ing to see what sophNot all students had the equipment needed to do the omores
did.
It
was
new
and
unique.”
project. As a result, they turned to the school for the necessary
The science fair didn’t consist of only Midequipment.
wood students and staff. Midwood alumni were also
“It was a bit difficult because I didn’t have the right there. Some of them were even judges for the science fair.
equipment,” said Jennifer Wu. “I didn’t have an electronic bal“This is my first time in two years coming back to Midance net and beakers. So I did the experiment at school. All I had wood,” said Laila Akallal, an alumni who graduated from Midto do was ask the science department so that I could do the work wood in 2016. “It is great to see how much the research program
in school.”
has grown.”
Getting the presentation ready for the science fair
wasn’t an easy job. It required a lot of time and effort. Luckily,
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